Enhancement of osteoblast activity on nanostructured NiTi/hydroxyapatite coatings on additive manufactured NiTi metal implants by nanosecond pulsed laser sintering
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Background: The osteoinductive behaviors of nitinol (NiTi)-based metal implants for bone regeneration are largely dependent on their surface composition and topology. Continuous-mode laser sintering often results in complete melting of the materials and aggregation of particles, which lack control of heat transfer, as well as microstructural changes during sintering of the nanocomposite materials.

Methods: In the current study, in situ direct laser deposition was used to additively manufacture three-dimensional NiTi structures from Ni and Ti powders. The mechanical property of NiTi has been shown to be similar to bone. Nanosecond pulsed laser sintering process was then utilized to generate a nanoporous composite surface with NiTi alloy and hydroxyapatite (HA) by ultrafast laser heating and cooling of Ni, Ti, and HA nanoparticles mixtures precoated on the 3D NiTi substrates; HA was added in order to improve the biocompatibility of the alloy. We then studied the underlying mechanism in the formation of NiTi/HA nanocomposite, and the synergistic effect of the sintered HA component and the nanoporous topology of the composite coating. In addition, we examined the activity of bone-forming osteoblasts on the NiTi/HA surfaces. For this, osteoblast cell morphology and various biomarkers were examined to evaluate cellular activity and function.

Results: We found that the nanoscale porosity delivered by nanosecond pulsed laser sintering and the HA component positively contributed to osteoblast differentiation, as indicated by an increase in the expression of collagen and alkaline phosphatase, both of which are necessary for osteoblast mineralization. In addition, we observed topological complexities which appeared to boost the activity of osteoblasts, including an increase in actin cytoskeletal structures and adhesion structures.

Conclusion: These findings demonstrate that the pulsed laser sintering method is an effective tool to generate biocompatible coatings in complex alloy-composite material systems with desired composition and topology. Our findings also provide a better understanding of the osteoinductive behavior of the sintered nanocomposite coatings for use in orthopedic and bone regeneration applications.
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Introduction

Nitinol (NiTi) is considered to be a promising material for medical applications, due to its good resistance to corrosion and adequate biocompatibility, similar to Ti-6Al-4V and stainless steel.¹ In particular, NiTi has the closest elastic modulus to bone among common implant alloys, as well as the unique property of superelasticity and shape...
memory effects. These properties open up the possibility for its use in medical devices that have tunable geometry, and the capability of applying a constant force, such as in internal fixation devices, scoliosis correction devices, and orthopedic implants.\textsuperscript{2–4} Despite the wide usage of NiTi in biomedical applications, its biocompatibility is still controversial.\textsuperscript{5} The potential concerns for NiTi include corrosion,\textsuperscript{6} release of toxic Ni ions,\textsuperscript{7} and surface-induced thrombus formation.\textsuperscript{8} To overcome these negative effects, a biocompatible coating is needed, which can protect the surface of NiTi implant.

For metallic orthopedic applications, a well-known approach to boost bone regeneration on metallic implants is to form a composite coating with a bioceramic component on their surface. HA and Ca/P ceramic of other phases are materials of choice for the coating layer, since they are the main ceramic species in natural bone.\textsuperscript{9} Many investigators have reported successful integration of HA coatings on various metallic substrates, such as Ti-6Al-4V,\textsuperscript{10–12} stainless steel,\textsuperscript{13} and NiTi,\textsuperscript{14} resulting in positive effects on various aspects of bone regeneration. Recent studies took a step further to generate complex surface topology for HA or HA-containing coatings. It has been recognized that HA coatings with microstructural or nanostructural complexities have positive effects on osteoblast cell proliferation, differentiation and mineralization, as well as enhanced cell adhesion.\textsuperscript{15–18} In addition to the topology effect, the nano-sized HA, which was the most common form of porous HA coatings, showed superior advantage compared with micron-grained HA, in terms of cell attachment and mineralization.\textsuperscript{19–21}

There are many approaches for the deposition of HA coatings on top of a metallic surface, including plasma spray,\textsuperscript{19,22} electrophoretic deposition,\textsuperscript{23} pulsed laser deposition,\textsuperscript{24} and biomimetic approaches.\textsuperscript{25} Among these methods, plasma spray has been commonly applied in commercial biomedical HA coatings. However, plasma-sprayed HA coating is known to have problems of low crystallinity and poor interfacial bonding.\textsuperscript{26,27} Other methods like biometric approaches, which emulate the natural bone mineralization process in ambient solution conditions, take several days to produce a high-quality HA coating.\textsuperscript{25} In contrast, laser sintering of micro- or nano-sized particles is a manufacturing process that is easy to scale up. Importantly, laser sintering stands out with the advantages of homogeneous sintering of the composite layer, and strong adhesion of a coating layer with the substrate in designs such as gradient metal-HA coating.\textsuperscript{28–30} Compared with the commonly used continuous-wave laser, the nanosecond pulsed laser has the ability to sinter metal powders with lower average input power, while melting only the material surfaces due to the extra high cooling rate.\textsuperscript{31} Thus, it has the potential to generate composite porous surfaces due to the limited flow time required for the melt metals.\textsuperscript{32} To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no one-step method to generate porous NiTi/HA coating directly from Ni, Ti, and HA powders. Furthermore, to understand and take advantage of the unique effects of nanosecond pulsed laser sintering (NPLS), it is crucial to study the underlying mechanism in the intermetallic alloy/ceramic system, which has remained elusive.\textsuperscript{33,34} Moreover, though well regarded as a potential implant material,\textsuperscript{35} laser-sintered NiTi/HA porous coating has not been well investigated for its biocompatibility related to osteoblast activities. In addition, the synergistic effect of the sintered HA component and the porous topology of the composite coating remain to be investigated.

In this study, NPLS was applied to generate a NiTi/HA composite coating layer on top of an additive manufactured NiTi substrate produced by direct laser deposition. The sintered NiTi/HA composite coatings exhibited submicron-scale porous surfaces. The NPLS process was studied regarding its effects on coating surface structures and sintered material microstructures. NiTi with these surface coatings were then used as substrates for osteoblast cell culture. The effectiveness of the composite coating towards cell proliferation and function was carefully evaluated through investigations of cell morphology and related biomarker expressions. The effect of HA and the pulsed laser-generated porous feature of the coating were, respectively, studied towards the final osteoinductive behavior.

**Materials and methods**

**In situ direct laser deposition of NiTi substrates**

We carried out the laser in situ synthesis of NiTi substrates using an Optomec LENS 750 system. The LENS system utilizes a continuous-wave, 500 W fiber laser to fuse powdered metals into fully dense or porous three-dimensional structures. The LENS system uses the geometric information contained in a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) solid model to automatically build up a component layer by layer. Additional software and closed-loop process controls ensure the geometric and mechanical integrity of the completed part. With the Optomec LENS system, the process is housed in a hermetic chamber, which is purged using argon so that the oxygen and moisture levels stay below 10 parts per million. The metal powder feedstock is delivered to the deposition head by two powder-feed systems. The NiTi substrate was directly laser-deposited from Ni and Ti powders, thus.
eliminating the intermediate steps used to prepare pre-alloyed NiTi powders.

Pre-coating of Ni/Ti/HA
Nano-sized titanium and nickel powder (30–50 nm dia.) were purchased from NanoAmor Inc. One hundred milligrams of of Ni/Ti (1:1) powders were mixed with 0.1 g HA (Sigma-Aldrich, product #289396) and dispersed in 10 mL of 4% (wt%) polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) ethanol solution. The solution was put in strong sonication for 5 hours to ensure homogeneity. Then, the as-prepared viscous dispersion was drop-casted multiple times on NiTi alloy substrates, until desired thickness of coating layer was reached and dried out.

NPLS processing
Pulsed neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser operating at 50 kHz and 1.064 nm wavelength was applied as the laser source. Pulse duration of the laser is 100 ns. A high-speed scanner (hurrySCAN II 14; SCANLAB GmbH, Puchheim, Germany) was aligned to direct and focus the laser beam onto a working surface in an air-tight chamber with quartz top. The chamber was connected to argon flow constantly to ensure the protective atmosphere while sintering. The applied laser power was 40 W. Rapid beam spot movement is realized by rotation of the galvo-motorized mirror inside the scanner, which has a resolution of 0.0008°. With a focus length of 200 mm, the X–Y resolution of the scanning pattern is 3 µm. Applied scan speed is 25 mm/s and laser pulse repetition rate is 20 kHz, so between each pulse, the movement of beam spot is 1.25 µm.

After NPLS process, the as-sintered samples were rinsed in ethanol followed by 5 minutes of sonication in ethanol. Post-acid etching, if needed, was done by immersing the sintered sample surface into dilute phosphoric acid (pH=3) for 5 minutes. According to the literature, dilute phosphoric acid with pH <4.5 can effectively dissolve HA. We used lower pH to ensure that the HA can be removed completely within 5 minutes.

Characterizations
Surface morphology was studied under field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Hitachi s-4800). X-ray diffraction spectrometry was performed on Bruker AXS D8 diffractometer with a scan speed of 8°/min. FEI Quanta 3D FEG dual-beam SEM with electron dispersive X-ray analysis capability was employed to obtain surface morphology as well as associated element information including spectra and mapping data. As for the fixing of cells on ally plates, specimens were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in a graded ethanol series, transferred into hexamethyldisilazane, and air dried. Dried specimens were coated with platinum in a Cressington 208HR sputter coater to ensure the conductivity of the sample before SEM inspection.

Mechanical property tests were performed with a nanoindentation instrument (G200, Keysight). The elastic modulus E was measured with Berkovich indenter using the Oliver-Pharr method. The indentation depth is limited to 500 nm and the distance between two adjacent indentation locations is 4 µm. To test the crack resistance of the interface locations, we further performed indentations with cube corner indenter. A one-time indentation of 8.8 µm depth and a 5 × 5 indentation matrix of 4 µm depth were performed near the interface.

Animal housing and preparation of osteoblast cell cultures
C57BL/6 mice were originally purchased from Jackson Laboratories and a breeding colony was established within the Indiana University School of Dentistry. A pair of male and female mice of 2–4 months of age were housed together for breeding. All experiments involving animals were approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the American Association for Laboratory Animal Science and followed the NIH guidelines (Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, 1996). Litters of pups were used as a source of neonatal calvaria, and male and female pups were pooled. Osteoblasts were prepared using the previously described protocol. Briefly, calvaria from neonatal C57BL/6 mice 2–3 days old were pretreated with 10 mM EDTA in PBS for 30 minutes. Next, the calvaria were subjected to sequential collagenase digestions. Osteoblasts were collected following incubation in collagenase from fractions 3–5. Osteoblasts were grown in alpha minimum essential medium (αMEM) with L-glutamine supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS and 1% (v/v) P/S in an incubator at 37°C with 5% CO₂. Tetroxide, dehydrated in a graded ethanol series, transferred into hexamethyldisilazane, and air dried. Dried specimens were coated with platinum in a Cressington 208HR sputter coater to ensure the conductivity of the sample before SEM inspection.

For experimentation, NiTi plates were cut by waterjet into 1 × 1 cm squares prior to cell culture experiments. Metals were sterilized by immersion in 70% ethanol and then air dried in a Biohazard Class II cell culture hood. Osteoblasts were trypsinized, seeded at 1 × 10^5 cells on NiTi, and then cultured in osteogenic media, which consists of αMEM plus 10% FBS and containing 10 μM ascorbic acid and 50 μM β-glycerol phosphate. Cells were cultured for up to 7 days in
Osteoblasts on metal plates were fixed with 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 15 minutes. Blocking was performed in 0.1% BSA + 0.05% saponin in PBS for 20 minutes, then labeled for actin with rhodamine phalloidin (Invitrogen, R415) collagen (Chemicon, MAB1330). Nuclei were stained with 300 nM DAPI (Invitrogen D1306), which is a fluorescent stain that binds strongly to A–T-rich regions in DNA. Antibodies were diluted 1:100 in blocking solution and incubated with cells overnight. The secondary antibody used for collagen was goat anti-mouse IgG Dylight 488 Conjugated (35502) and was used at a 1:100 dilution for 1 hour. After labeling, cells were washed in PBS for 5 minutes × 3 times, followed by mounting with Invitrogen Prolong Gold antifade (P36934). Cells were imaged using a Leica DMI4000B inverted microscope with attached Retiga digital camera, and using Image Pro software (Media Cybernetics, Inc., Bethesda, MD, USA).39

Results and discussion

Porous surface microstructure

The direct laser deposition method which additively manufactures the NiTi substrates is depicted in Figure 1A. The laser beam heats up the projected metal powders at the desired location and in situ synthesizes NiTi to build the required three-dimensional structure. As an example, Figure 1B and C shows a tensile test sample and a hip implant fabricated from in situ direct laser deposition, respectively. The quality of NiTi processed by in situ direct laser deposition, including the microstructure and phase compositions, has been verified in previous reports.40,41

Following the direct laser deposition of NiTi substrates, NPLS is used to generate porous NiTi/HA composite coatings. To verify the generation of the complex surface structures, we prepared coatings of either sintered NiTi (sNiTi), sintered NiTi/HA (sNiTi/HA), or sintered NiTi/HA with posttreatment of phosphoric acid (sNiTi/HA-acid), on top of NiTi alloy plates, as illustrated in Figure 1D and E.

The generation of pores during NiTi alloy sintering has been previously reported.42 Factors that could contribute to the pore formation are gap between powders, volatilization of impurities, Kirkendall effect due to different atom diffusion rate, and volume shrinkage during NiTi alloying. Apart from the intrinsic pore generation mechanisms in the alloy system, HA also plays a role in formation of porosity. An increased porosity along with balling effect was reported in the laser sintering powder system with the presence of second-phase particles due to the Marangoni effect.43 This means that the HA particles, as a secondary phase in the NiTi/HA system, can affect the surface morphology because of differences in surface energies. Moreover, laser sintering involves a more rapid heating/cooling process than, for example, isothermal heating in a furnace. Figure 1F demonstrates the proposed pore formation corresponding to the presence of HA nanoparticles. The increased surface energy in the coating provides the initiatives for pores to form. The pores generated are less likely to dissipate during the melting process due to insufficient action time.44

Osteocalcin (OCN)

Forward: 5’ TCTCTCTGACCTC ACAGATGCCAAGC
Reverse: 5’ GGACTGAGGCTCCAA GGTAGCCG

β-Actin

Forward: 5’ TCACCCACACTGTG CCCATCTACGA
Reverse: 5’ CAGCGGAAACCGCTC ATTGCAAATGG.

Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)

qPCR was performed as previously described.39 Briefly, total RNA was isolated from samples using RNAeasy kit (Qiagen). DNase I (Thermo-Fisher)-treated RNA was used to generate cDNA by reverse transcription according to the manufacturer’s instructions (First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit; Roche Applied Science). qPCR reactions were performed in a BioRad CFX detection system using SYBR green PCR reagents as described by the manufacturer. A calibration curve was performed for each primer pair, and all oligonucleotides were tested to ensure specificity and sensitivity. Ribosomal RNA (18S) was used as an endogenous control. The expression levels of the target genes in each sample were calculated by normalizing the mRNA level of a particular gene against 18S ribosomal RNA, which is considered a stable housekeeping gene. The following oligonucleotide primer pairs were used:

18S

Forward: 5’ AGTCCCTGCCCCTTTG TACACA
Reverse: 5’ CGATCCGAGGGCC TC ACTA

Alkaline phosphatase (ALP)

Forward: 5’ ACTGATGTGGGAATA CGAACTGGATGAGAAGG
Reverse: 5’ CAGTCAGGTTGTTCC GATCCAATATCATCTGC

Collagen type I

Forward: 5’ AACCTGGTGCGA AGGTGAA
Reverse: 5’ AGGAGCAACCGTT ACCAA

Reverse: 5’ TCAACCCACACTGTG CCCATCTACGA
Reverse: 5’ CAGCGGAAACCGCTC ATTGCAAATGG.
Figure 1 (A) Schematic figure depicting the additive laser direct deposition of arbitrary 3D parts (B) Photos of a tensile test sample and a hip implant produced by additive laser direct deposition of NiTi (C) Surface of NiTi by additive laser direct deposition observed under scanning electron microscope, showing dense microstructure. Scale bar: 50 µm (D) Schematic figure for NPLs of composite nanocoatings on arbitrary 3D parts (E) Preparation process of sNiTi, sNiTi/HA-acid, and sNiTi/HA. These three types of samples were used as cell test substrates. (F) Proposed pore formation mechanism during NPls assisted by ha nanoparticles; (G) Surface structure of sNiTi; (H) Surface structure of sNiTi/HA-acid; (I) Surface structure of sNiTi/HA, with high-magnification image insert; (J) EDS spectrum from sNiTi/HA-acid; (K) EDS spectrum from sNiTi/HA. Scale bar: 5 µm for (G–I) and 200 nm for insert (G).

Abbreviations: HA, hydroxyapatite; NiTi, nitinol; NPLS, nanosecond pulsed laser sintering; sNiTi, sintered NiTi.
The top surfaces of sNiTi, sNiTi/HA-acid, and sNiTi/HA metals are shown in Figure 1G–I. While the surface of sNiTi was overall smooth, the surface of sNiTi/HA-acid and sNiTi/HA featured micron and submicron-sized pore structures. The different surface structures observed can be explained by the effect of HA on pore generation as described above. On the surface of sNiTi/HA, the HA nanoparticles with the size of 10–20 nm were embedded throughout. Noting that the raw material of HA did not come in the form of nanoparticles, it is likely that the HA powders were melted or ablated into a nanoparticle form during the NPLS process. On the other hand, for the sNiTi/HA-acid surface, the HA nanoparticles were deliberately etched out by treatment with dilute phosphoric acid. It is worth noting that the nano-sized HA particles were rapidly etched out by dilute phosphoric acid, while the alloy matrix could resist the short-time etching, retaining the micron-scale pores on the surface. As discussed below, the sNiTi/HA-acid samples were used as a control group to show the effects of a porous structure on osteoblast activity.

Next, we used EDS analysis to confirm the element composition of the sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid surfaces. The EDS signals were collected on specific areas of each substrate, as in Figure 1J and K, and the signals from elements Ni, Ti, Ca, P, O, and C were identified and listed in Table 1. Compared with the initial weight ratio of Ni, Ti, and HA (1:1:1), the element approximation of Ca and P on the sNiTi/HA sample was low. A possible reason for this could be that laser ablation caused mass losses of the coated HA during the NPLS process.

As discussed below, the sNiTi/HA-acid samples were used as a control group to show the effects of a porous structure on osteoblast activity.

Structural and mechanical analysis

To investigate the composition of the sintered coating, we analyzed X-ray diffraction spectra of the NiTi substrate, the pre-coated layer, and the sintered coating, as shown in Figure 2A and B. The pre-coating layer consists of nickel, titanium, and HA, each showing its distinct XRD peaks. The NiTi peak from the substrate plate also appeared in the spectrum. According to the nickel-titanium phase diagram, NiTi is not the eutectic phase with lowest melting point. During the heating process of sintering, Ni and Ti were sintered and together formed NiTi; however, during the cooling process, phases like Ti3Ni and Ni3Ti might be generated.17 It has previously been reported that laser melting causes multiple phase generation in NiTi alloy, which could support the mechanism above. In the X-ray diffraction spectrum of the pulse laser-sintered NiTi/HA coating, the only intermetallic phase detected was NiTi, in which B2 is the primary phase with presence of the B19 phase. Note that the original Ni and Ti metal signals were no longer present, indicating that the two distinct metal nanoparticles were consumed entirely in alloying of NiTi, even though minimal amount of the Ti element in form of TiC was present as impurities. Suppression of Ni, Ti, and Ti,Ni generation can be attributed to the fast melt/solidify process of the NPLS. After melting, the Ni and Ti nanoparticles can fuse within a short period of time into a homogeneous alloy, due to their ultra-small size. When the molten alloy solidifies, the fast cooling process does not allow enough time for NiTi to separate into other phases by recrystallization or aging,45 resulting in NiTi as the final phase.

In addition to NiTi alloying, the microstructure of HA also evolves during NPLS. In Figure 2B, the signals from crystalline HA become relatively weak after the sintering process. This phenomenon was also reported by other researchers using laser sintering HA composite.46 Depending on the quality of HA, annealing at temperatures as low as 600°C could cause HA to transform into β-tricalcium phosphate (TCP),46,47 which will cause a reduction in the HA signals. However, in our case, the β-TCP phase was not detected. In the NPLS process, the peak temperature of a heated area could exceed the melting temperature of HA (around 1,100°C), which would likely cause HA to melt and transform to an amorphous state. Subsequently, the transformation from amorphous HA to crystalline HA or β-TCP during the solidification process could be suppressed by the fast cooling rate. In support of this, other amorphous HA generation methods suggest a similar mechanism with low substrate temperatures, for example, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and plasma spraying.48

To study the mechanical property of the NPLS processed composite coating, and its adhesion to the NiTi substrate, nanoindentation tests were conducted on the cross section of the sintered plate. Figure 2C demonstrates a clear difference in the modulus and hardness between the NPLS processed

### Table 1 Weight ratios of various elements on sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid samples from quantitative EDS analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element wt%</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sNiTi/HA</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sNiTi/HA-acid</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** HA, hydroxyapatite; NiTi, nitinol; sNiTi, sintered NiTi.
Figure 2 (A) XRD analysis of the nitinol sample synthesized by laser direct deposition; (B) XRD pattern of pre-coated layer (red) and nanosecond pulsed laser-sintered coating of NiTi/HA (blue); (C) Nanindentation test showing modulus and hardness along the sample depth; the sNiTi/HA coating shows higher modulus and hardness than the NiTi substrate; (D) and (E) Load-displacement relations from nanoindentation test with cube corner indenter near the interface between the coating and the substrate; inserted are the SEM observation of the corresponding dents.

Abbreviations: HA, hydroxyapatite; NiTi, nitinol; sNiTi, sintered NiTi.
NiTi/HA layer and the NiTi substrate. Due to good sintering effects, the boundary between the NiTi/HA layer and the NiTi substrate is hardly identifiable in the SEM image of the polished cross section. However, from the modulus-distance data, we determined that the coating thickness was around 80 µm. For the sintered NiTi/HA layer, the modulus and hardness were 71.1±4.2 and 4.2±0.8 GPa, respectively, while for the NiTi substrate, the modulus and hardness were 61.4±1.7 and 1.7±0.3 GPa, respectively. The reason for the coating having a higher modulus/hardness value may be due to the addition of the HA nanoparticles to the matrix, or the thermal effect caused by the rapid laser heating/cooling.

To evaluate the attachment between the coating and substrate, we used a cube corner indenter to probe the cross-sectional interface. Figure 2D and E shows the load-displacement relations from nanoindentation test with cube corner indenter right above (Figure 2D) and across the interface (Figure 2E) between the coating and the substrate. As shown in Figure 2E, a one-time indentation of 8.8 µm depth and a 5×5 indentation matrix of 4 µm depth was performed. No cracks or delaminations were observed in the corresponding SEM images. In addition, no fracture feature (pop-in or ductile failure) in the load-indentation depth curves was observed. These results suggested that the interface between the coating and substrate was resistant to crack initiations.

**Osteoblast culture**

Osteoblasts are the primary bone-forming cells in the body. As osteoblasts mature, they secrete collagen, which becomes mineralized with Ca$^{2+}$ and PO$_4^{3-}$ deposits. To determine whether the introduction of HA, and the pore structures present on sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid plates, affected their cellular biocompatibility, we plated primary murine osteoblasts on either sNiTi, sNiTi/HA, or sNiTi/HA-acid plates. Osteoblasts plated on each substrate/plate were cultured for 3 days in osteogenic media to promote their differentiation into mature cells that are capable of mineral deposition. After fixation and gold sputtering, the cell monolayer was imaged by SEM.

As shown in Figure 3A–C, osteoblasts formed a monolayer on top of the sNiTi, sNiTi/HA, and sNiTi/HA-acid plates. The red arrows in Figure 3B and C highlight the lamellipodial cell extensions of osteoblasts on the sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid plates, while in Figure 3A, there was no sign of lamellipodial extensions. Mineral deposits (highlighted by yellow arrows) of different densities were also observed across the three samples: sNiTi/HA > sNiTi/HA-acid > sNiTi. Moreover, osteoblasts assumed a more three-dimensional domed shape in sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid plates compared with the flattened cells observed on the sNiTi plates, as shown in Figure 3D and E. In addition, mineral deposits on the extracellular matrix were evident. Next, the osteoblast monolayers were imaged in cross section to better examine fibrous structures (highlighted in yellow in Figure 3F–H). Compared with the fibrous structures within the osteoblast monolayer in the control sNiTi plates shown in Figure 3F, we observed an increase in osteoblast-associated fibrous structures associated with the sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid (Figure 3G and H, respectively). We also observed a few microspheres attached to the bottom of cell monolayer as shown in Figure 3H (see red rectangles). These fibrous structures and microspheres most likely represented increased formation of a collagen-containing extracellular matrix. Together, these data provided support that the sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid coatings, and in particular the presence of HA, promoted the differentiation of osteoblasts, resulting in an increase in extracellular matrix generation and mineral deposition.

After osteoblasts were imaged by SEM, the cell monolayer was removed by peeling, and the subcellular morphology of each plate surface was imaged as shown in Figure 4A, C and E. On the sNiTi plate (Figure 4A), the surface features were similar to plates that had not been cultured with osteoblasts. However, on both the sNiTi/HA-acid and sNiTi/HA samples, the metal plate surfaces were found to be covered in part with nano-sized particles (indicated in Figure 4C and E, by the red dashed line). We also observed that the area covered by the nano-sized particles was denser on the sNiTi/HA plate than the sNiTi/HA-acid plate. To further confirm and analyze the content of the subcellular layer generated by osteoblasts, EDS element mapping analysis was performed on representative areas of the sNiTi, sNiTi/HA-acid, and sNiTi/HA plates. As expected, the subcellular structure of the control sNiTi plate displayed a relatively uniform carbon element distribution, as shown in Figure 4B. As described in Table 1, the carbon content due to PVP carbonization on the sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid plates before cell culture was 13.4% and 17.1%, respectively. As shown in Table 2, the carbon element weight ratio on sNiTi after osteoblast culture was 11.6%, which was around the same level as the carbon content levels from PVP carbonization. In contrast, after culture with osteoblasts, the subcellular structure showed a significantly higher carbon content of 44.4% for sNiTi/HA-acid and 67.7% for sNiTi/HA, compared with the 11.6% on sNiTi plates. The carbon element mapping areas in Figure 4D and F were similar to those observed in Figure 4C and E, indicating that the increased carbon
content was attributed to plate areas previously covered by osteoblasts. In addition, Ca and P levels were not high within highlighted areas on the sNiTi/HA or sNiTi/HA-acid plates, suggesting that the carbon-rich layer does not contain a heavily mineralized component. These findings suggest that the carbon-rich layer may be due to higher levels of collagen or protein production by osteoblast on the sNiTi/HA-acid and sNiTi/HA plates, compared with sNiTi plates. Notably, fractured lamellipodial extensions and attached cells were found on the dense carbon-rich layer on sNiTi/HA, shown in Figure 4G (red arrows). It is also possible that enhanced cell attachment on the sNiTi/HA resulted in incomplete removal of osteoblasts from the HA-coated plated.

To further confirm the differentiation and activity of osteoblasts on the different sNiTi plate surfaces, pre-osteoblasts were plated directly on the plates and cultured for 3 days in osteogenic media to promote their differentiation into mature osteoblast capable of secreting collagen and mineralizing the extracellular matrix. Each step of the osteogenesis process is well characterized by the expression of specific protein and mRNA markers, including ALP, OCN, collagen, and others. Therefore, after culture on the metals, the cells were then lysed and quantitative real-time PCR was performed to examine changes in mRNA expression of several osteoblast genes. Specifically, we examined the expression of 1) collagen type 1, which is produced early in the osteoblast differentiation process and is a major structural component of the extracellular matrix which is later mineralized to form bone; 2) ALP, which is an enzyme expressed in the membrane of active osteoblasts and is essential for their ability to

---

**Figure 3** Osteoblast morphology on different sNiTi plates.

**Notes:** After 3 days of osteoblast culture, the top view of the cell monolayers was imaged by SEM: (A) sNiTi; (B) and (D) sNiTi/HA-acid; (C) and (E) sNiTi/HA. Representative areas in (A–C) showing mineral deposits (yellow arrows), cell nuclei (blue arrows), and lamellipodia (red arrows). Some cells displayed a dome shape on sNiTi/HA-acid, as in (D); and sNiTi/HA, as in (E); no similar cells were found for sNiTi. Cross sections of the osteoblast monolayer were also imaged: (F) sNiTi; (G) sNiTi/HA-acid; (H) sNiTi/HA. A fibrous structure which is highlighted by yellow rectangles was observed in (G) and (H) and possibly represents extracellular matrix. The red rectangle in (H) indicates possible mineralized microspheres attached to the cell monolayer. Scale bar: 10 µm.

**Abbreviations:** HA, hydroxyapatite; NiTi, nitinol; sNiTi, sintered NiTi.
mineralize the extracellular matrix; and 3) OCN, which is a non-collagenous protein that is expressed during late stages of the osteoblast differentiation process and is required for mineralization and calcium homeostasis in vivo.

As shown in Figure 5, collagen mRNA expression was increased by 19% for sNiTi/HA-acid plates, and 203% for sNiTi/HA, compared with osteoblasts grown on the sNiTi substrate. These findings are consistent with the increased carbon element mapping on the sNiTi/HA-acid and sNiTi/HA plates. Note that the sNiTi/HA-acid sample represents a porous coating without HA content. From this, it can be inferred that the presence of intact HA coating, combined with a complex topology, led to a significant increase in collagen expression, compared with the sNiTi plates. As shown in Figure 5B, ALP expression was increased 237% and 386% for osteoblasts grown on the sNiTi/HA-acid and sNiTi/HA plates, respectively, compared with the control sNiTi plates, suggesting that the structured coating and the presence of HA stimulated osteoblast maturation and mineralizing activity. We also found that OCN was higher in osteoblasts cultured on sNiTi/HA-acid and sNiTi/HA plates, compared with sNiTi (Figure 5C). Unexpectedly, OCN, which is a late marker of osteoblast activity, was higher in osteoblasts grown on the sNiTi/HA-acid surface, compared with sNiTi/HA. The reason for this finding may be due to the presence of additional nanovoids generated on the sNiTi/HA-acid surfaces following acid etching which may have led to more accelerated differentiation and mineralization, compared with the intact sNiTi/HA surfaces. In support of this, others have also reported that the increased roughness of metal surfaces after acid etching influences OCN levels and osteoblast maturation. Nevertheless, both the sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid surfaces demonstrate an overall higher level of osteoblast activity compared with the control sNiTi plates. Together, these data demonstrate that the sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid surfaces were osteoinductive.

Osteoblast adhesion to the extracellular matrix involves the formation of integrin-associated focal adhesion complexes. In agreement with an increase in focal adhesions in osteoblasts, the expression of the focal adhesion kinase (FAK) was increased by 35% when osteoblasts were grown on sNiTi/HA, compared with sNiTi or sNiTi/HA-acid.

Table 2  Weight ratios of elements on subcellular structures after culture with osteoblasts for 3 days. sNiTi and highlighted areas in Figure 4 for the sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid samples were analyzed using quantitative EDS analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element wt%</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sNiTi</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sNiTi/HA-acid</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sNiTi/HA</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HA, hydroxypatite; NiTi, nitinol; sNiTi, sintered NiTi.
Enhancement of osteoblast activity on nanostructured NiTi/HA surfaces.

Notes: Osteoblasts were differentiated on the three sNiTi surfaces and the mRNA expression of osteoblastic markers was analyzed by qPCR. The relative gene expression was compared for each metal compared with the NiTi control for each gene: (A) collagen type 1a, (B) ALP, (C) OCN, and (D) FAK. qPCR experiments were performed in triplicate and replicated three times, and representatives of these data are shown. GAPDH was used as the housekeeping gene. (*) indicates statistical significance of $P<0.05$.

Abbreviations: ALP, alkaline phosphatase; FAK, focal adhesion kinase; HA, hydroxyapatite; NiTi, nitinol; OCN, osteocalcin; sNiTi, sintered NiTi.

(Figure 5D). As expected, acid etching, which removes the HA coating, resulted in the observed decrease in FAK for the sNiTi/HA-acid plate compared with sNiTi/HA. Other groups have also reported that focal adhesion formation in cells is higher on HA, which is similar in composition to bone apatite and forms 70% by weight of human bone.

To further examine osteoblast activity on the different metals, we performed immunofluorescent microscopy. Osteoblasts were plated on the metals and cultured in osteogenic media. Cells were stained with rhodamine phalloidin (red; Figure 6) which labels filamentous actin (F-actin), a major component of the cellular cytoskeleton. In addition, osteoblasts were stained for collagen type 1 (green).

Nuclei were stained blue with DAPI. Figure 6 shows that osteoblasts on NiTi were uniformly distributed on the metal surface, as indicated by stained nuclei. Of particular interest, the number of cells present on sNiTi/HA was greatly increased compared with the sNiTi/HA-acid or NiTi control, which suggested an increase in the number of cells adhering to and/or proliferating on the sNiTi/HA surfaces. In the NiTi group, both filamentous and punctate F-actin structures which surrounded the central nucleus were observed with phalloidin staining. In addition, collagen expression was largely intracellular. In contrast, when cells were cultured on the HA surfaces, in particular on the sNiTi/HA plate, an increase in F-actin staining was observed, which was largely...
Figure 6 Immunofluorescent staining of osteoblasts on NiTi, sNiTi/HA-acid, and sNiTi/HA surfaces. Notes: Osteoblasts were differentiated on the metals and then stained for phalloidin which detects filamentous actin (F-actin; red) or collagen (green). Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). The fluorescent images of each stain are shown separately and as merged image. All images were taken at 20×. The scale bar indicates 10 µm. The inset shows higher magnification of double-labeled cells showing collagen and cell nuclei for each of the substrates. Abbreviations: HA, hydroxyapatite; NiTi, nitinol; sNiTi, sintered NiTi.

punctate in appearance, indicative of increased cell adhesion. Moreover, the F-actin structures were three-dimensional and disorganized. Finally, as the complexity of the surface structure increased NiTi < sNiTi/HA-acid < sNiTi/HA, we observed an increase in the expression of collagen, with both intracellular and extracellular staining being evident on the sNiTi/HA-acid and sNiTi/HA surfaces, but not on the NiTi plate.

Conclusion

NiTi implants were additively manufactured by in situ direct laser deposition from Ni and Ti powders. As reported by others, the NiTi implants have similar mechanical property to that of bone. Nanoporous NiTi/HA composite coating was successfully applied on top of the NiTi substrates using an NPLS process, which utilized a nanosecond laser to sinter the mixture of Ni, Ti, and HA nanoparticles. The surface structure of the composite coating was porous with nanoscale complexity. These complex structures were generated by the pulverization of crystalline HA into nano-HA, which promoted the balling effect of sintering process. Rapid solidification preserves the generated pores before they vanish in the NiTi matrix. This ultrafast heating and cooling process also improved the coating quality by suppressing the generation of undesired phases in the Ni–Ti intermetallic system.

Several of our findings support the effectiveness of using the HA composite coating on sNiTi for osteoblastic bone formation, including the three-dimensional morphology of osteoblasts, the presence of lamellipodial membrane extensions on the HA surfaces, and the increased carbon content.
beneath the osteoblast monolayer. Overall, the sNiTi/HA and sNiTi/HA-acid plates also showed higher levels of collagen, ALP, and OCN mRNA expression levels, compared with osteoblasts grown on the control sNiTi plates. In addition, our studies suggest that the HA coating increased osteoblast adhesion, as indicated by an increase in FAK expression, as well as an increase in the number of phalloidin-stained punctate F-actin structures, especially on the sNiTi/HA plates.

In addition, we observed increased collagen expression by osteoblasts grown on the sNiTi/HA-acid and sNiTi/HA plates. This finding was consistent with the increase in collagen mRNA expression on sNiTi/HA, as well as increased carbon content on the subcellular surface. Both the HA coating and the porous topology it provided likely contributed to the increased osteoblast activity, cell adhesion, and/or proliferation, as well as increase in collagen expression on the coated sNiTi substrates. Together, our findings demonstrate the capability of using the NPLS method to generate an osteoinductive surface coating on multielement metallic implants. The NPLS method combines the advantages of a biocompatible ceramics–metal composite with the beneficial effects of complex micro-nanosurface structures for bone regeneration applications.
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